United Educators Broker Permission Policy

Permission to use or reproduce United Educators resources and publications is granted to brokers in good standing under the conditions described below:

- Materials are used or reproduced only for a current United Educators member in good standing or within the broker’s agency or firm.

- Materials are not used for or provided to non-members of United Educators without prior written permission from United Educators. A request form is available at www.ue.org.

- All copyright, trademark, and other notices contained in United Educators materials appear on your copy.

- You agree to abide by all additional copyright notices and restrictions contained in any information accessed through www.ue.org.

- No modifications are made to any information obtained from United Educators without prior written permission from United Educators.

- No duplication or replication of United Educators materials is permitted.

- No duplication or replication of United Educators CDs or DVDs is permitted.